
   

       

  Red Hot Lava Wine Gift 
 

£72.60 £65.34
OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
The Red Hot Lava Wine Gift is a deliciously decadent red wine &
chocolate hamper combination. The absolutely perfect gift for
indulging on any number of special occasions for a very special person
to you. 

  Details
 
The Red Hot Lava Wine gift basket houses Wyndham Estates icon Bin 555 shiraz, a rich-full bodied wine with lifted aromas of plum and
blackberry supported by a subtle spicy oak. The BIN range is the flagship brand in the Wyndham Estate portfolio. These high quality wines
reflect the full, intense fruit style for which Wyndham Estate is famous. Careful attention is taken to ensure that only the best grapes are
selected to provide this award winning range of wines. To compliment it's rich depth we've combined it a box collection of innovative coffee
bags from SD Bell. These single origin, fairtrade, organic bags enable them to sample a variety of globally diverse coffee roasts, aromas and
tastes. The amazing coffee bags are so simple - just pop them in a cup and add boiling water! And then of course we have the chocolate.
Nothing beats the taste of Lindt smooth and creamy Swiss truffles with an irresistibly smooth center guaranteed to melt the heart of every
chocolate connoisseur. Real fruit pulp jellies from Pandora Bell Ireland; gorgeously simple, the taste of fresh fruit bursts from every square. And
the crispy Lily O'Brien's hearts with Willies Cacao Praline Truffles complete an inspired red wine gift basket they're guaranteed to talk about.
This Gift Basket is suitable for all ages by the inclusion of the coffee bags. It would be very suitable for a busy young couple with the lovely red
wine being complimented so nicely by the chocolates. This Gift Basket has a lot of versatility to it as the toffee waffles and coffee tend to a
younger individual and the wine and chocolate tend to a couple, making this a perfect Gift Basket for all. The combination of all of these
products gives this basket a real kick to it that makes it 'Red Hot' and special gift basket.

Additional Information
 
Contents

Wines:
Wyndham Estate's Bin 555 Shiraz 75cl
Sweet Treats:
Lindt Lindor Swiss Milk Chocolate Coronet Box 200g
The Festive Treasury. Pates de Fruits with 70% Real Fruit, 240g
SD Bell Barista Roast Coffee Bags
Tregroes Bakery Toffee Waffles 260g
Lily O'Brien's Crispy Hearts 98g
Willies Cacao Praline Truffles 35g

Deep Fabric Lined Gift Basket
Cellophane wrapped & decorated in ribbon
Gift card for your message
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